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Background for the Service Proposal

- Documill is a Finnish independent software vendor focusing on developing search solutions.
- The idea of the IGD-TP knowledge portal service came from the experiences Documill gained from the Posiva Final Disposal Knowledge Management Portal project.
- Service was demonstrated in Prague event last year.
- The service demo can be found from: [http://safedisposal.documill.com](http://safedisposal.documill.com)
Service overview

One place to access IGD-TP members publicly available reports that are crawled and indexed from IGD-TP members web sites into one centralized search service.
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Find and consume matching pages with highlights directly from browser
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- Filters are a fast way to narrow down results when the user knows details about the searched item like author, file type or publishing organization.
- Filters are automatically created based on each result set.
Reuse relevant content
Service Summary

- One universal content discovery tool for IGD-TP members publicly available content and reports.
- Access to service requires contract between Documill and IGD-TP member organisation.
- Service is accessed via user id and password.
- There will be a link to the service in IGD-TP web site.
- Service fee is 1500 €/year.
- POSIVA is the first organisation that has signed the contract.
- Contract templates are available from: terho.laakso@documill.com.